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SECTION-A (1 Mark)
CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER
1.

_____ encouraged letters and was himself both author and translator.

2.

_____ was one of the most influential factors for the emergence of Standard English.

3.

_____ helped to induce the chaotic spelling system to order and fixed English spelling.

4.

_____ has an academy of Letters.

5.

_____ attempted to give currency to some of the ‘good old englsh words’ that had long since
become archaic.

6.

_____ suggested that such well-established words as ‘Omni bus’ and ‘dictionary’ should be
replaced by ‘folk wain and ‘word book’.

7.

The term mirror is non- U, the U speaker uses _____.

8.

_____ was deficient in philological knowledge.

9.

Standard English is no longer the monopoly or distinguishing mark of one _____.

10. ______ is the everyday speech of the families in Southern England according to Daniel Jones.
11. ______ is a line that represents a boundary between the areas with regard to one particular
linguistic item.
12. _____ is officially a bilingual country.
13. When a pidgin develops beyond its role as a trade or contract language and becomes the first
language of a social community, it is described as a ______.
14. The cup and saucer ______ on the table.
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15. Kali is not a student, ______?
16. I prefer coffee ______ tea
17. MUD ‘s abbreviation is ______.
18. ______ is the creator of the Web.
19. There are two situations in _______ depending on whether the interaction takes place in real
time or in postponed time.
20. _ are continuous discussions on a particular topic, organised in ‘rooms’ at particular internet
sites, in which computer users interested in the topic can participate.
21. He ______ comes on time.
22. She _______ beautifully.
23. ______ is the author of the poem?
24. He comes late usually, _______?
25. ______ you see him?
SECTION-B (5 Marks)
1. How did the eighteenth century contribute to the development of Standard English?
2. Write a note on style, slang and Jargon.
3. What is the difference between an accent and a dialect?
4. What are the three types of concord? Explain with examples.
5. Draft a model invitation for your college annual day.
6. What is the function of smiley’s in e-mail and chat languages?
7. How does Net speak combine spoken, written and electronic properties?
8. Comment on direct and indirect speech.
9. Draft an invite for college day.
10. How important is grammar in regular speech?
11. Write a note on minutes with an example.
12. Enumerate guidelines of Welcome speech.
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13. How to propose a vote of Thanks?
14. Brief on English in Internet era.
15. Summarize role and scope of online dictionary.
SECTION-C (10 Marks)
1. Trace the evolution of the Standard English.
2. How would you investigate aspects of language variation based on linguistic geography?
3. Write an essay on the types of sentences.
4. Prepare a model vote of thanks to deliver in your department meeting.
5. What are the various limitations and facilitations of internet?
6. Comment on Accent and Dialect.
7. Discuss Dialectology with its prevailing methods.
8. Elaborate the role of grammar in English language.
9. Role of modals and auxiliaries.
10. Prepare Welcome address for a valedictory function.
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